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1  Abstract
The author was tasked with migrating a generic intermediate oral English 
communication class with a more literature discussion focus. The Japanese 
university students in the class are in the literature department, but not 
necessarily majoring in English literature. This paper details the path of this 
change and the resulting syllabus of what now amounts to an English for 
Special Purposes (ESP) class for literature studies.
2  Introduction
A few years ago a request was made to me to incorporate literary discussion 
practice within the Oral Communication in English class in the literature 
department at Soka University. The request is quite a logical extension of 
department’s curriculum. However, it was not always so, as the students in the 
class had over the years been drawn from a wide variety of majors, with literature 
majors sometimes a minority in the class. In recent years with curriculum 
changes this is no longer the case. This paper documents the journey in revising 
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the oral communication syllabus to create a more literary focus, in effect, turning 
the class into an English for Special Purposes (ESP) for literary discussion class.
3  Background
Students who are studying literature ought to be able to discuss the literature 
in English, but the typical conversation class does not provide much help in that 
direction. As Banegas points out in a British Council report, “the relationship 
between Literature and English Language Teaching has been rather a difficult 
marriage throughout all these years.” But the editors of the same site, some years 
later declare that use of literature “is enjoying a revival for a number of reasons.” 
These and other educators tend to focus on literature as a motivator, enricher. 
Motivation is not our problem; our students have already made a commitment to 
literature and the class is an elective. What has not been done is using literature 
as a signiﬁcant topic for communication; my course was designed with a focus 
on life issues, interviews, opinions and cultural matters. I may not be the only 
one with this disconnect between English communication and literature. Fitch 
O’Connell, also in a British Council report, writes that reticence of language 
teachers to incorporate literature into language education is due to “a wide gulf 
between the teaching of a language and the study of the literature.” It is this gulf 
that we at Soka University seek to bridge.
When non-English speaking foreign students enter an English education 
context, they are often placed in English for Special Purposes (ESP) and English 
for Academic Purposes (EAP) classes geared to their particular course of study, 
such as the sciences, economics, etc. As Soka University moves toward 
increasing the offering of English language based courses, there is a similar 
challenge to be faced here. Various departments at Soka University are already 
preparing their students for course offerings in English, a preparation in language 
skills with a content element. Already in my department classes, native English 
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speakers sit side by side with Japanese students and like the tide, the level of class 
discourse rises, sometimes swamping the Japanese students.
KLARIĆ and VUJĈIĆ write of needing to sell the concept of literature in 
language education to teachers. Our department presented me with that challenge 
and my initial skepticism has melted away as I have begun to make these 
changes. And it was about time; the classroom context has changed but our 
domestic students risk being left behind. For example,  my literature studies class 
has moved from exclusively Japanese students with minimal prior experience 
reading a full novel in English to mostly non-Japanese students with signiﬁcant 
background in literature studies in English. It is obvious that the domestic student 
population is at a disadvantage here. The oral communication syllabus migration 
had to begin. 
3.1  Class Profiles
The Oral Communication class, about which this paper relates, is  a mixture 
of language levels and of literary awareness. This class is intended for first and 
second year students in the Faculty of Literature. They may not actually have 
taken any literature studies courses yet. Older students needing the credit for 
graduation or teaching license also often enroll. Most but not all of the students 
are native Japanese speakers; some are foreign students who may have signiﬁcant 
literature backgrounds. In summary, members of the class represent a wide range 
of personalities, academic accomplishment, literary exposure and language 
fluency. One characteristic that we don’t have to face is student motivation. These 
students do not need to “be sold” on the concept of using literature, as has been 
suggested by some (O’Connell; KLARIĆ and VUJĈIĆ).
The class is listed as a two semester course, but often students only take one 
semester, either spring or autumn. The class is usually scheduled to a different 
day and time in the second semester so that only a few students carryover from 
spring to fall. In short, the materials to be chosen and the syllabus to be designed 
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need to be accessible by students who enter the course mid year. In our 
university, most classes are two credits but Oral Communication is one credit. 
That has implications for what one can demand of students for outside 
preparation. For readers not familiar with a Japanese university environment, 
classes meet for 90 minutes once a week for 15 weeks per semester. I have set the 
maximum class size to 25 students. There are no proficiency level requirements.
3.2  Considerations for Suitable Materials
3.2.1  The Reading Experience
From the perspective of classroom management, my first practical concern 
was to establish a common literary experience which would allow student 
interaction as well as objective evaluation. That means we need to read a book 
together. A few students are what might be termed “readers”; many have 
difficulty remembering a book they have read in any language for pleasure. The 
selected literary source should not be too demanding for several reasons. It must 
be commensurate with its status as supplemental reading for a one credit class, 
with less homework than for a two credit class.  For most students this will be 
their first experience reading literature of any substantial length in English, a 
daunting prospect for some students.
How much reading should be expected in a week? Most academic guidelines 
in English institutions don’t help us much. Weekly outside reading guidelines for 
lower level classes in literature departments in English speaking countries will 
typically reveal triple digit page counts (as exampled by Volk, Wesley). Rice 
University’s reading load calculator defaults to 67 pages per hour for a paperback 
novel of 450 words per page (500 words per minute), being read in “survey” 
mode, but can be tweaked to reading tasks of the highest degree of difﬁculty, 
resulting in 9 pages, or 4,000 words per hour, 67 wpm (Barre). There are many 
factors that converge to render these parameters unrealistic for us. First, most 
discussions of reading load per class are based on an individual class being a 
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much larger percentage of the the student’s weekly schedule. Secondly, our 
students can read at only a small fraction of the speed of native English students. 
Research on advanced ESL students suggests that 100 words per minute is an 
optimistic expectation (Anderson, reporting results from Jensen). Audio book 
narrations are typically performed at rates of 150-170 wpm, give or take.  
     A more appropriate guideline would be the expected weekly reading of 
foreign language literature by students studying a foreign language at an 
advanced level, but published guidelines for such university classes are very hard 
to ﬁnd. On the other hand, there is signiﬁcant discussion of the language-learning 
value of extensive reading versus intensive reading and the use of graded readers 
for building ﬂuency (“What is Extensive Reading?”). This brings us back to 
consider our purpose. Extensive reading for developing reading ﬂuency is not our 
goal. Intensive reading of information-heavy scholarly or academic works is not 
our interest.  The class is an oral communication course, and the purpose for 
doing any reading is merely to provide a common literary experience for oral 
discussion practice, albeit in an academic way. 
3.2.2  The Speaking Experience
My second concern was to provide students with common expression and 
metalinguistic terms associated with literary discussion and description. Again, 
brevity and simplicity are important. Let’s consider for a moment what we want 
as an end product. Most of my students can already say, “Rowling wrote Harry 
Potter, and especially I liked a first movie.” We want our student to be able to say 
in the course of group discussion (although not necessarily in one breath), “Harry 
Potter is the protagonist of a novel series by J. K. Rowling. He studies magic. His 
companions are Ron and Hermione. Dumbledore is his mentor. They help Harry 
face his destiny and his adversary, Voldemort. Along the way he is opposed by 
an antagonist named Draco Malfoy. He also has to face the truth about Professor 
Snape.”
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In short, our goal is not learning the language of the story, but language 
about the story. Most arguments for the inclusion of literature in English 
language learning stop with language input and motivation (Lima; KLARIĆ and 
VUJĈIĆ; O’Connell). We want to go beyond that. 
Possible pathways could include literature study guides. However, native 
speaker study guides presuppose too much language ability and are an 
information over-kill. Language learning study guides typically focus on 
learning the English of the script, not how to talk about the story. One educator 
writes about students learning English by doing corpus studies on literature. 
Pereira de Oliveira uses technical texts to give technology students a corpus from 
which they can glean the language components of technical discourse. And de 
Oliveira’s masters course literature students perform advanced analysis to expand 
their English language understanding. However, this corpus approach seems 
insufﬁciently oral, too labor-intensive and too presumptive of prior content 
sophistication.
Consequently I turned to creating my own materials.
4  First Component - a Shared Literary Experience 
British Council editors say “many now view literary texts as providing rich 
linguistic input” (“Using Literature - an Introduction”) but we want to go another 
way. We want a rich literary experience that can be shared and discussed. Rich 
but not too rich.
4.1  Short, simple and meaningful…
The reading should have a low enough threshold that nearly all could read it 
without extensive dictionary dependence, be brief enough to provide meaningful 
reading within a single semester, and yet be a significant enough cultural icon to 
have broad relevance in modern literature and culture. Edmund Dudley’s tips for 
underscore the need for shortness. That is the kind of book we want.
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For some of my students 50 words per minute is as much as I can expect. Six 
hours of outside reading (in addition to the other class preparations) during the 
semester is all that I would demand. This calculates to a semester reading load of 
15,000 words.
4.2  …with movie
Movies are part of the the derivative franchising of a book that this 
generation has grown up with. But familiarity is not the only factor; there is 
understanding. Susan Verner advocates choosing a book which has been made 
into a movie, because the movie is a means to help students understand the book. 
Her concern is suitable language input to help students and increase motivation. 
We need to go beyond, to analytical discourse, albeit at a beginner level. In my 
own experience is that I understand better when I engage in comparison. 
Therefore a book on which a movie has been based allows us to compare book 
and movie, and not just in the “I liked the book better” mode.
Graded readers associated with a popular movie may be suitable solution, 
but when comparing the cinematic and printed versions, we actually have two 
printed versions. This three-way split adds complication. Also a graded reader 
may have so much redaction of information that its resemblance to the movie 
may fade.  Never-the-less, this option has merit. Another considered and rejected 
option was to read relatively short Grimm fairytales in tandem with associated 
Disney animations. The stories might be brief enough, but viewing the associated 
movies would consume too much time. The associated movie may have much 
more content than the underlying story.  The main demerit of the fairytale option 
is that the reading load is eclipsed by the viewing time. However, in my Cultural 
Representation class we do in fact discuss the disjoint of Grimm and Disney.
An additional concern is the movie itself. Scriptwriters and directors can 
produce a movie that is so significantly different from the original novel 
(sometimes described as loosely based on) that making discrete point 
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comparisons is very challenging, very abstract and esoteric.
In short, what was needed is a book/movie combination that could be paced 
for a year but be satisfyingly divisible into two semester blocks, is weighted more 
to the reading experience (as homework) than the viewing experience (class 
time), would not overwhelm in abstraction and permit the class to retain its 
communication skills focus. Three possibilities came immediately to mind and a 
fourth after this project was under weigh.
One was a Japanese work, Kiki’s Delivery Service, authored by Eiko Kadono 
and translated by Lynne E. Riggs, published in 1985 and 2003 respectively. I 
estimate the English at about 50,000 words. The derivative animation is directed 
by Hayao Miyazaki as a production of Studio Ghibli. This option would rate very 
high in student familiarity. The second was an American work, L. Frank Baum’s 
1900 The Wonderful Wizard of Oz ( just over 39,000 words, according to 
readinglength.com), paired with the The Wizard of Oz movie starring Judy 
Garland, released in 1939. There is also a positive familiarity with images and 
symbols if not the story.  A third option considered was the British How to Train 
Your Dragon, by Cressida Cowell, ﬁrst published in 2003 and containing just 
over 74,000 words (according to readinglength.com). The book series and media 
franchise (the ﬁrst movie released in 2010) is an extensive, present-day cultural 
phenomenon but with low familiarity among students. A fourth option has since 
appeared (the animation being released in 2015) and may be considered for 
future classes: Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s 1943 The Little Prince (just over 
29,000 words, according to readinglength.com). It rates highly for familiarity 
among Japanese students. 
To give some perspective, at a oral reading speed of 167 wpm, the complete 
Oz audio book from audible.com takes less than 4 hours.
The Oz, Dragon and Prince books have similar reading proﬁles (scholastic.
com rates the three as middle elementary school age reading level, grades 3 to 5), 
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but differ in length.  The English translation of Kiki is accessible by 9 year olds, 
according to the sales pitch in Amazon.com.  The Dragon book is complicated 
by age-speciﬁc humor and jargon and is quite long; the Kiki book is the second 
longest.
4.3  The Choice - Wizard of Oz
The decision was made to go with the pairing of The Wonderful Wizard of 
Oz (book) and The Wizard of Oz (movie). All of the movies being considered are 
of similar length, but while the Oz and Kiki movies have episodic style similar to 
the original books, the Dragon movies are less so. Closer examination of the 
Train Your Dragon book and movie, suggested a humor-hurdle and a looser 
correlation of book and movie storyline. Whereas the Oz pair has edited down 
the story to ﬁt the constraints of a movie, the Little Prince pair required some 
storyline augmentation to support a movie. As reviewer Truffaut-Wong wrote, 
“instead of making a movie about the Prince and his Rose (those of you who 
have read the book know what I mean), ﬁlmmakers decided to make a movie 
about a young girl who encounters the story of the Prince through her sweet, old 
man neighbor.”
The Oz novel is slightly shorter than the Kiki story, of simpler English and 
divided into twice as many short episodes (23), making it easier to spread across 
the 30 lessons of the year. Further, it has 90 more years of cultural influence than 
Kiki’s story, making it a slightly richer resource, especially in American English. 
Kiki’s Delivery Service is fundamentally a Japanese book and anime 
although the story setting is not Japan; I would also consider it a possible option 
for the course if the reading level of the students were a little higher. Cowell’s 
Dragon book would likely overwhelm the students and its humor might confound 
them as well, not to say that they would not appreciate it if we had enough time. 
The Little Prince could be used in the future if there were a need for shorter 
reading, although the book and movie storylines are not as closely matched as the 
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Oz pair.
4.3.1  Appropriate Level
L. Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and the movie The Wizard of 
Oz Oz seem to fit all the criteria. The book’s simplicity of language was 
intentioned for very young readers, its story-telling style included the repetitive 
recitation style of nursery rhymes, its short chapters are nearly self-contained 
mini stories which together tell a complete narrative, and its content resonates 
with a depth of insight that invites adult contemplation. Further, the movie 
shortens the book’s contents, but both lovingly represents the essence of the story 
in a new medium and infuses easily identifiable alternative story lines (e.g. the 
adventure-as-a-dream). As small as the original novel is, it is only necessary to 
read two-thirds of the book to encompass the complete story arc of the movie; 
and less than half of the book (from Kansas to the gates of the Emerald City) 
needs to be read to reach a suitable stopping point in the first semester.
This last point is important. As a two semester class, the book can be 
completed in the second semester, providing continuity between the semesters 
for those who participate in both semesters, and yet providing a low threshold for 
students to enter mid-journey. New students, who typically outnumber continuing 
students, can jump into the story with a relatively simple orientation conducted 
by the continuing students, whom I designate as mentors, and a viewing of the 
movie.
4.3.2  Significant Cultural Icon
The historical information of the Oz universe is suitable for mini lectures or 
student reports. Oz and its characters are frequent intertextual guests in many 
new fantasy stories. Quotes from the book and movie pop up regularly in 
American conversation, radio, television and other media. See Appendix A for a 
sample listing of quotes.
The 1939 Oz movie represents an historical cinematic stage, amazing its 
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initial audiences with the new color technology. It represents an era when popular 
live stage entertainment form (song and dance) moved  to“the silver screen”. Two 
decades later, the revival of the story as a cultural icon began with the movie’s 
release to television, in annual national broadcasts for thirty years, beginning in 
1959 (“The Wizard of Oz on Television”). The musical score won an Academy 
Award for Best Original Score and the principle song “Over the Rainbow” won 
an Academy Award for Best Song. And finally, the cultural legacy of the book/
movie/music combination, even the now 80 years after Judy Garland sang about 
a place beyond the rainbow is undeniable. The American Film Institute in 2004 
named “Over the Rainbow” as the top song in American cinema of the 20th 
century (“AFI’s 100 Years...100 Songs”). The Recording Industry Association of 
America, gave it the same top place, considering all music of the 20th century 
(“Songs of the Century”). 
In recent years, postmodern revisions of the story have appeared in book 
form (Wicked: The Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West by Gregory 
Maquire, 1995). A Broadway musical based on Maguire’s book and new movies 
(including Disney’s Return to Oz, 1985; The Muppet’s Wizard of Oz, 2005; Oz 
the Great and Powerful, directed by Sam Raimi, 2013) have also appeared. 
Another movie release is scheduled for 2020.
5.0  Second Component - Language Tools for Literary Discourse
Now we move on to the second issue, using the above materials to help 
students discuss literary analysis. Based on what has been said earlier, study 
materials must not overwhelm the students and the class syllabus; this class 
remains an oral communication class. 
5.1  Interim stage
I began to assemble my own materials. Verner did make the following 
observation:
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Though students have probably studied literature in their native languages, 
you should review the most common English literature terms with your 
class before starting a literature unit. These terms include vocabulary 
about people: character, protagonist, and antagonist. They also include 
literary components: setting, plot, climax and resolution.
My first and second year students may in fact be at just this level of literary 
sophistication. The materials for the class must represent both linguistic and 
conceptual ground-floor accessibility. 
As a first step, I wanted to see what students can already do when faced with 
the task of talking about a simple story. So for a couple years we have read, 
watched and discussed the Oz story, without great concern on my part for raising 
the register to included academic vocabulary and expression. We have practiced 
the art of writing short chapter summaries in the scholarly convention of present 
tense verbs, and presenting the chapter summaries orally in conversational style, 
using past tense verbs. 
Students present their summaries to each other and quiz each other about the 
assigned chapter. By first semester’s end they reach the gates of the Emerald City 
and face Oz “the Great and Terrible” (me) to present a recitation of the storyline.
The classroom journey continues similarly in second semester.
I have concluded that the the reading, suitably paced, gives students an 
appropriate challenge and sense of accomplishment. A few ﬂounder but are 
helped along in the group context. Even the most advanced students have 
increased appreciation of a story that they only vaguely knew. Most students are 
in fact able to summarize the story, but they were not using any of the jargon that 
marks literary commentary. Retaining and reciting a long series of story events 
in English is truly a challenge for them. There are students who need a lot of 
encouragement and support to meet this challenge, so within the class some play 
helper as others play the helped.
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The next task was to assemble the metalanguage that they need for 
discussion, going beyond Verner’s seven words.
5.2 The Collection - Traditional
I began noting common words when looking at articles, commentaries and 
blurbs, avoiding highly technical sources in favor of those sources aimed at wider 
audiences, such as grassroots media like the internet. The search included web 
articles and reviews, including those in Goodreads, Wikipedia and Amazon, 
aimed at the general public. 
Additionally, words that mark higher register and academic substitutions 
were noted, such as replacing “main character” with “protagonist” and “bad guy/
enemy” with“villain” and “antagonist.” Also, as one component of my class has 
always been object description activities, I had students describe a physical book. 
They generally lacked words to do so, such as “front cover,” “paperback,” 
“publish,” and “copyright.” Along with terms and jargon, I looked for 
collocational sets and typical constructions, such as “was adapted to a movie,” “a 
third person narrator,” “the victim of social prejudice,” and “has been interpreted 
as.”
Also I looked through the teacher sections of an American high school 
literature text (Glencoe British Literature) and found common words and also 
found far more technical language than I felt we could learn and use in our class. 
For example, the teachers’ side bars on metaphysical conceit (424) and epiphany 
(1058) are better left for more advanced studies. However, it was good to have 
access to this text’s explanations as well as to Harmon’s scholarly reference work, 
A Handbook of Literature.
5.3  The Collection - Emerging Sources
Along the way, I realized that in contemporary society, there are many more 
forms of literature than classic novels. Music, anime and cinema are obvious 
examples, but one must also add television (broadcast and cable), internet sources 
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including youtube, electronic games and their derivatives, manga/comics, etc. All 
can be considered forms of modern literature, unless one subscribes to the 
dictum that literature excludes Harry Potter, as journalist Sarah Rainey reports 
is believed by literary critic Philip Womack among others. For purposes of this 
class, we will take a larger view of literature, one that even includes The 
Simpsons, Star Wars and Sazae-san. 
These thoughts led to an examination of websites dealing with the art of 
writing for television and cinema. This is a very fertile field, because writers in 
these arenas are under great pressure to produce large amounts of work in a short 
time while trying to be creative and avoiding (often unsuccessfully) the cliché. 
Their output must come so fast and furious (ly) that they must assemble stories 
like a youthful engineer building with Legos. Therefore numerous blogs have 
appeared by and for writers and by and for fans (and anti-fans, being those who 
dislike or parody a work), all discussing story elements. They have generated a 
large number of names for these story elements that resonate with contemporary 
readers/viewers in a way that traditional academic terms do not. One website, 
TVTropes, proposes nearly 200 tropes for the movie Wizard of Oz, including 0% 
Approval Rating, Adaptational Badass and Names-to-run-away-from-really-fast 
(“Film / The Wizard of Oz”). Definitions of these and other terms can be found 
in Appendix B. 
These unconventionally named tropes are presented to the multitudes of 
modern readers in web fandoms as well as to aspiring writers. Rather than 
reaching back to antiquity, they reference contemporary experience for name and 
example. What they describe may occur frequently enough to be what the 
academic might call a motif and probably have gone on to become cliche. 
Naturally, with grassroots diversity there are many alternative terms. While they 
may not be appropriate for written conservative academic discourse, they have a 
potential to catch a modern student’s interest. For example, “do you know any 
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other characters who are Names-to-run-away-from-really-fast?” How about the 
Dark Lord? From my experience, there are students in the class who can meet 
this challenge, and others who can only listen and learn. The potential for 
eliciting student reaction is an area I plan to explore.
See Appendix B for a sample listing of tropes associated with the Oz movie.
5.4  Resulting Modules
The collection of terms and expressions needed to be edited down and then 
divided into teaching modules. With a pace of 7 modules per semester, each 
module could be in focus for 2 weeks to afford practice using the terms. Each 
module ideally centers on 10 to 15 words or terms that are frequently used. The 
topics of the modules progress for physical/objective to abstract/subjective over 
the course of the year. We start with describing a physical book, then naming key 
functions in publishing books and releasing movies, ending the first semester 
with a focus on series, sequels, and prequels. Then the focus turns to characters, 
motivations (character, writer, reader) and plot development.
See Appendix C for the content of each of the 14 modules.
Trialing modules with students in the oral communication class and with 
students in other classes that I teach was an important part of the editing and 
packaging of the material. Even high proficiency students from our department 
who are preparing to depart on a dual degree program with a British university, 
were unsure of words like paperback, tension, orphan, and plot.
6.0  Resulting Lesson Plan
The resulting syllabus and lesson plans for this new ESP-Literature-infused 
Oral Communication class look as follows. The goal is to present 7 or 8 
vocabulary modules in the first semester, repeat them in brief in the second 
semester and try to extend to the finish full set of 14. In general they each are 
introduced in a two week cycle. The module is to be distributed and read in the 
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last portion of a class session. In the following 2 weeks students are presented 
with opportunities to use the terms in writing and oral contexts, often being 
asked to describe a book, movie or manga that they have read in the past.
At the same time, the class proceeds with reading the book The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz, at approximately 10 chapters per semester (the novel’s 39,000 
words are divided into 23 chapters,). Students will write an 80 to 100 word 
chapter summary in their journals as homework. The movie is viewed in 
segments corresponding with the reading throughout the semester. The 
grammatical focal point is the use of present tense verbs to recap the activity of 
the characters when writing. In class, students present to their group a recap of 
the chapter in oral style, using past tense verbs. At times students are tasked with 
presenting character sketches and acting out scenes with interesting dialog.
In parallel with the literary component described in this paper, other oral 
communication activities are retained. In the spring we practice making 
introduction speeches. And we practice group interaction by playing the board 
game called Game of Life. And finally students present a life speech based on 
the game, speaking as if they were elderly retirees giving advice to young teens. 
In the second semester, speech projects include describing a simple object and 
how to use it. Students will also present their own life as a hero’s journey. The 
culminating activity is a pair oral presentation, using a poster, to describe the 
work of a significant literary or cinematic figure (author, performer or character), 
with a summary of a book, manga or movie.
7.0  Conclusion
Our literature department has become aware that we need to prepare 
Japanese students to sit along side fluent foreign English-speaking students and 
participate in literary discussion. We can’t assume that they will just pick up this 
language. I have seen this need in my own seminar, film studies and literature 
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studies classes. By adding these metalinguistic skills to the oral communication 
in English class, it gives these students the tools and opportunity to express in 
English the concepts they are learning in their other studies within the 
department. For those underclass students opting for further literature studies in 
classes conducted in English and for students opting to write their graduation 
thesis in English, it is hoped that the lesson details discussed in this paper will 
prepare them for successful self-expression.
Appendix A: Examples of Ubiquitous Quotes from Oz
Rotten Tomatoes and Goodreads websites both maintain lists of popular 
quotes from the movie The Wizard of Oz. Here is a sampling:
“Somewhere over the rainbow.”
“Toto, I’ve got a feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore.”
“Now I know we’re not in Kansas anymore.”
“I’ll get you, my pretty, and your little dog too.”
“My! People come and go so quickly here!”
“Just follow the yellow brick road.”
“What would you do with a brain if you had one?”
“Some people without brains do an awful lot of talking.” 
“…if I only had a brain.”
“It is such an uncomfortable feeling to know one is a fool.”
“Hearts will never be practical until they can be made unbreakable.”
“Now I know I’ve got a heart because it is breaking.”
“Lions and Tigers and Bears, Oh my!”
“He’s the Horse of a Different Color you’ve heard tell about.”
“Going so soon? I wouldn’t hear of it. Why my little party’s just beginning.”
“These things must be done delicately.”
“I’m melting, melting.”
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“Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain!”
“I am Oz, the Great and Terrible.” 
“Oh - You’re a very bad man!”
“Oh, no my dear. I’m a very good man. I’m just a very bad Wizard.”
“There is no place like home.”
Appendix B: Examples of Tropes that you won’t find in the standard 
literary studies resource
Here are some selected examples of the 195 tropes which the website 
TVTropes attributes to the Oz movie. The website provides general definitions 
via links but has localized the definitions for application to specific movies, in 
this case the Oz story. The following Oz examples are presented here with some 
editing for readability in print; my additions are in square brackets [ ].
0% Approval Rating - characters like the 2 wicked witches who are hated 
by all.
Adaptational Badass - … characters…who are known…for being less-than-
dangerous....But then, for some unexplainable reason, when the work is 
being adapted into another type of media, the character is made a bona 
fide badass. [the evil antagonist Wicked Witch of the movie is only a 
minor character in the book]
All Just a Dream - Unlike in the original books [the Oz movie became a 
dream story]. The reason is that … MGM felt that 1930’s audiences were 
too sophisticated to accept Oz as a straight ahead fantasy. 
Captain Obvious 
Dorothy: Toto, I’ve a feeling we’re not in Kansas any more. We must be 
over the rainbow!
[Witch Glinda arrives in her magic bubble]
Dorothy: Now I know we’re not in Kansas!
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[A Captain Obvious] strives to be Mr. Exposition... but there’s something 
wrong with his exposition. Most of the time, whatever he has to say should 
already be obvious—both to the viewers and to any other character with 
half a brain.
Everything’s Better with Sparkles - The sequins on Glinda’s dress. 
[another example, the vampires in Twilight]
Hypocritical Humor - When Dorothy has fallen asleep in the magic poppy 
field:
Tin Man: Help, help!
Scarecrow: It’s no use screaming at a time like this. Nobody will hear you. 
Help! Help!
Last-Second Word Swap - After the real Wizard has been unveiled [he 
can’t find the right word]:
The Wizard: Back where I come from there are men who do all day 
nothing but good deeds. They are called phila... er, phila... er, yes, er... 
good deed doers.
Magic Feather: The Scarecrow, Tin Woodsman and Cowardly Lion all had 
brains, heart and courage [as the story events show], but the Wizard gave 
them “features” (a diploma, a testimonial, and a medal) to make them 
think they were granted it.
Mythology Gag - [In the tornado scene] The two men in the rowboat are a 
reference to the “Hurrah For Baffin’s Bay” number from the original 1902 
musical [of Wizard of Oz]. The cow is a reference to Imogene, who 
replaced Toto on stage as well. [such things have also been called in-jokes, 
and we often see them in Ghibli anime]. 
Names to Run Away from Really Fast - The villain is named The Wicked 
Witch of the West.
Pragmatic Adaptation - The [Oz] movie. It can, at times, be difficult to find 
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someone who knows that there are two good witches, let alone the rest of 
the stuff cut from the book. [these days most people have not read the 
book]
“The Reason You Suck” Speech - Auntie Em does a pretty good job with 
Miss Gulch.
Aunt Em: “For twenty-three years, I’ve been dying to tell you what I 
thought of you. But now, being a Christian woman, I can’t say it!” (Runs 
off trying to hold back her tears.)
What Happened to the Mouse? - Despite kicking off the events of the plot, 
Miss Gulch’s plan to have Toto put down [killed] is never even mentioned 
again when Dorothy gets back to Kansas.
“What happened to the mouse?” occurs when a minor character, action, or 
very minor plotline is suddenly dropped from the story for no apparent 
reason, without any real explanation about what happened to it, and 
without a resolution.
Appendix C: Literary Metalinguistic Modules being implemented in Oral 
Communication
The first module is presented here in its prose form. The remaining 13 
modules would be similarly presented to students, but here they have been 
reduced to a listing of the key lexical elements.
Module One - Common words about books
A novel is a long story, although children’s novels are short. Novels are 
fiction and textbooks are non fiction. The Oz series (14 books) was written by L. 
Frank Baum. Author is a slightly more scholarly word meaning writer. The 
original edition of the first book was illustrated by W. W. Denslow; other 
illustrators were connected with later books and later editions of the first book. 
An illustrator is the person who drew the pictures which appear inside the book. 
Another artist may draw the artwork on the cover. The Wonderful Wizard of Oz 
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was first published in Chicago in 1900. The copyright has expired, so it is out-
of-copyright but not out-of-print. It has been reprinted many times. Typing 
note: Please notice that the title of a book or a movie is printed in italics. 
Literature can take many physical forms - a novel, a short story, a poem, a 
manga, an anime, a movie, etc. There are many, many genre. We’ll try to list 
some in class, such as mystery, horror, romance, etc. The target audience can be 
described by many factors including age, gender, interests, etc. The novel we will 
read in this class is a fantasy story about a girl’s journey in a magical country. It 
was intended for children. The movie The Wizard of Oz was based on this novel 
and was produced almost 40 years after the book was published. The movie 
was released in 1939. It was intended for anyone with happy memories of 
reading the novel as a child.
Module Two - More common words about books
hardback…paperback…ebook…front cover…back cover…spine…
artwork…cover art…blurb…title page…publisher…edition…copyright…
table of contents…chapter titles…introduction…foreword…preface…
index…odd number…roman numeral.
Module Three - Movies
was adapted to…was based on…storyline…cutting some scenes…
starring…features…an actress playing…musical film adaptation…musical 
score …almost cut during editing…a book is published and a movie is 
released…publisher…studio…in production.
Module Four - Sequels, Prequels, Series
series…sequel…stage play…prequel…story arc…trilogy…a prequel 
trilogy…serialized…episode…season…media franchise…movie franchise…
timeline…story and storyline…plot and plotline.
Module Five - Beginnings
chapter…opening scene…opens…sets the stage …drama and action.…
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sett ing…backstory…narrator…characters…monologs…the f irst 
appearance…first impressions…clues as to how the plot of the story is 
developed.
Module Six - Characters
main (or central) character (Dorothy), major characters (Scarecrow, Tin 
Man, Lion), minor characters (such as Glinda and the Queen of mice), and title 
character (the Wizard)…role…represent…hero…enemy…rival (as in a love 
triangle) and opponent (the Wicked Witch of the West)…protagonist …
antagonist…conflict …villain or evil antagonist…evil opponent…victim…
anti-hero…stereotype…companions…mentor or guide.
Module Seven - The Hero’s Journey
A simplified Oz version based on a simplified version presented by Shmoop 
Editorial Team.
• The hero starts in the ordinary world (Kansas). 
• Something changes that situation (a twister takes Dorothy’s house), moving 
the protagonist to an unfamiliar place (Oz).
• A mentor or guide (in Oz, the Good Witch of the North) gives her advice 
(follow the road of yellow brick to the Emerald City and the Wizard).
• Companions join the journey become allies, helping the hero. (Dorothy has 
3, Harry Potter has 2.)
• Many difficulties and challenges are overcome.
• A major difficulty (an ordeal) must be faced (Dorothy is told to kill the 
witch, but is captured; then she must escape from the witch) (Harry has an 
ordeal in each book).
• There is a reward for success (Dorothy can go home, but sadly Wizard fails 
to help her. More challenges happen in the book but not in the movie).
• The biggest difficulty is near the end and is called the climax. (Dorothy 
must overcome despair and the temptation to stay in wonderful Oz.)
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• Usually there is a treasure to bring home. (Dorothy has the silver shoes, but 
alas! they fall off!)
Module Eight - Narrators
a narrator…omniscient narrator…limited…third person narrators…
first person narrators…biased…unreliable narrator.
Module Nine - More about Narrative Style
Narrators are a literary device…point of view, POV.…distant and close…
see through the camera instead of the voice of the narrator…create tension …
help the reader identify with…Second person narrators…One way to 
characterize camera POV is objective and subjective.
Module Ten - Development of the Plot - Narrative Drive
Narrative drive…turning the pages …how the plot is developed…how 
the tension is resolved…resolution of conflict…source of conflict …central 
conflict…a minor or temporary conflict…major conflict…inner (or 
internal) conflicts …action…rising tension…rising action…relief…a 
reversal…when  it turns out that…despair…climax…resolution  or 
conclusion…falling tension or action…anticlimax.
Module Eleven - Motivations
Author’s have motivations…manners-and-morals…was influenced by…
be interpreted as…political commentary…intended…a hidden meaning…
the surface meaning…critics…scholars…book reviewers…a culture war 
between academics and the public…story has a concept…premise…plot. 
Characters have motivations. Readers have motivations.
Module Twelve - Motivation, Pressures and Character Complexity
orphan…underdog…a “chosen one”…rags-to-riches…fulfill their 
destiny…a prophetic destiny…weaknesses…struggle against bad traits…
heroic deeds…tragedies…a fairytale ending…flat characters…when 
characters develop unexpected strengths and virtues
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Module Thirteen - Tools of Writers
elements of the story…foreshadow…a theme (or motif)…dialog…the 
character’s action…patterns (such as a journey or quest) and symbols (a wicked 
witch)  and  themes  (being fa r  f rom home) a re fami l ia r  and lead to 
expectations…unexpected twist…cliche…stereotype…motif…trope.
Module Fourteen - More Tools
balance of order and chaos…mix predictability and surprise in the plot, 
producing a surprise development or a twist…narrative misdirection…a 
convention…a convention of horror and gothic stories…Surprise endings are 
conventions of mystery and detective stories…A convention that we have been 
following in this class is writing plot summaries in present tense…break a 
convention…tone or atmosphere…not “a girl in peril” or “a girl who needs to 
be rescued” but “a girl who bravely walks ahead, facing the dangers she meets”.
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